www.hamrodev.com - Site Manager
NFC Tool tracking Project

Site Manager Mobile App.
To whom it may concern: This is a full specification for the Site Manager NFC
Tag Tool tracking Project (the name is still provisional).
This document has been elaborated to help you understand
- What is the problem that this Software pretends to deal with
- What are the main key points of this project to do so.
- How the app will work.
- The amount of work that needs to be done and in what way.
This document has been designed to help you and your team, as well as any
person in any development team, figure out the scope of the project and the
assignments that need to be taken care of.

The Problem.
Anyone with a little bit of experience in disaster relief will already know how
hard it is to keep track of inventory and tools. Work sites are mobile and vary
every couple of months, which means many tools must be moved around by
staff members of the organisation or any volunteers that could be helping
and participating in that mission. Material is moved from site to site without
much control over what has been carried and where, and overall it is a general
burden to figure out what tools have been moved where and how much of
each is remaining.
While effort can be diverted into this. It is generally never the scope of an NGO
to be organised but to do the disaster relief missions that they were brought
to do in the first place. Doing inventory is generally a long time consuming
process that also involves a lot of human made mistakes.
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Another problem, is how any NGO in action can also take use of this data in a
productive ,clear and fast way to investigate their consumption of tools and
consumables in the field. There is no standardized way to categorize orders
that allow for any NGO to have quick feedback over what things are left in
their supplies.

Creating a digital experience in the field
In order to provide a true functioning service for any software of the kind. The
software solutions provided must take into account the many limitations that
any team in any organisation working in a remote environment might face.
- Internet connection is limited, scarce and sometimes inexistant.
- Human resources are already full of work doing their own work. Systems
should be kept as simple as possible to increase the training curve.
- Economic resources are also scarce. Any implementation of the kind
must be as cost-effective as possible. It must also be robust and
resilient, being able for any supervisor to leave project and be taken
over.

Our solution
Our proposed solution allows for any NGO in the field to have a complete item
and tool tracking software without investing large amounts of money, allowing
for these organisations to use the tools that staff members and volunteers
already have with themselves.
To manage this, our project uses small NFC Tags sticked to tools and
consumable containers that connect to user smartphones and allow the user
to make note of how many tools or items are left. The tool has been designed
using Google Firebase Technology. Google Firebase takes care of database
and authentication and allows developers to create apps with an offline
distributed approach, allowing for multiple users to sync changes made to a
database in real time online and offline (storing the changes in the local
phone and syncing them when internet is back available). This allows for users
to create and sync a project with an internet connection, then work remotely
in places without an available internet connection without a problem.
Changes made in the workspace will be saved locally in the phone and will be
synced to the global database once the internet connection has been
restored.
To put into perspective for you, the reader - this app would work a little bit like
Online File Syncing services such as Google Drive or Dropbox.
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What are NFC tags ?
NFC (near field communication) is a wireless technology which allows for the
transfer of data such as text or numbers between two NFC enabled devices.
NFC tags, for example stickers, contain small microchips with little aerials
which can store a small amount of information for transfer to another NFC
device, such as a mobile phone.
An NFC Tag itself consists of three basic components: an NFC chip, an
antenna and something to keep it together. The NFC chip is a tiny microchip
which contains a small amount of memory and the technology to allow it to
communicate. The antenna is a coil or loop of wire which in the case of a
sticker will be an etching a fraction of a millimeter thick. The substrate holds it
together and would typically be a thin sheet of plastic. If the tag is a sticker, it
will have adhesive on one side to allow it to be attached.
NFC Today refers to NFC Tags in terms of NFC stickers, labels or inlays. Other
NFC items such as wristbands, key fobs or even drinks mats we refer to as NFC
products. While the form of the product will vary, inside there will be the same
basic NFC tag with a chip, antenna and something to keep it together.
The main thing to understand behind this technology is that tags don’t
require an active power source. They work without a battery, using only the
energy from the phone’s signal that was sent in the first communication. They
also have a waterproof and dustproof layer and they can cost anything
between 20 and 40 cents (depending on distribution costs and total amount).
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An example of an online shop where this material can be found can be found
here.
The tags this project uses are industry STANDARD ISSUE, so they can be
found cheaply throughout the globe.

Depending on the size of the project, one material stocking site could be
ordered by anything between 30 and 100 of these tags. (one tag per each type
of product in inventory).
These tags have an internal unique identifier built into them which will allow
for our software to track any items and tools

Project Use cases - Storyboard
A
full
clickable
prototype
https://invis.io/D3OTF4UJ8TW

can

be

found

in

this

URL:

We will now review the project workflow and the user storyboard. This
storyboard is intended to help you - the reader - picture how the app works in
real life a little bit more easily.

Login
The first step a user has to do to connect (and use the app) is to connect and
login. In order to increase the amount of people that will be using the app, the
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app will have a login authentication system to log in with Facebook, Google
and Twitter.
Note that the following screens are only a mockup of the final product and
don’t necessarily imply the final model to be used, but more like a sketch of the
User Interface.

This is a key feature, login must take only a couple of seconds. Once logged
in, the system will create a new user (or find any existent user associated to the
provider specified, ie Facebook User with name XXXX) and the user will
already be able to join the project and start working. This is also one of the
steps that requires internet to work.
The app will use the facebook, Twitter and Google plus (as well as regular
email/ password) to connect the users to it’s auth system.
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Join or Create a project.
(Dashboard Screen)
Once a user has been logged in. The user will be able to create or join a
project.

As soon as this dashboard shows up. The user will already be able to place his
phone near an NFC TAG and an active listener will trigger a response. The
system will count with 2 different types of NFC tags and they will be readable
from this screen of the user interface:
Tool NFC Tags - That will identify Tools, inventory items, consumables and
anything that the project requires to keep track of. (More info on this further
in this document)
Project Joinspot - A joinspot is an NFC tag placed somewhere near a WIFI
internet connection.
Business Driven Development cases:
From screen “Dashboard” a user c
 an scan for NFC tags actively.
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If a user scans an NFC tool tag without belonging to that TAG’s project, then
the app will prompt a message telling the user that he or she is not registered
in that project, and will prompt the user to join the project through the
nearest JoinSpot. (The reason why we don’t prompt the user to join that
joinspot immediately is because you need Internet Connection to join the
project and maybe the item is being scanned in a range without internet
connection).
If a user scans a JoinSpot NFC TAG. then the “Join project” screen will flash
out , allowing the user to ask for a password. (NOTE: for a user to join a
project, there MUST be an active internet connection. Joinspots must be
located in the main base where a WIFI connection is available and where the
mobile app can sync the online project content with his device.) When a user
joins, the user’s UID is then added to the “users” collection in the project’s
database.
If a user scans a JoinSpot NFC TAG while being in an existing project. then the
“Join project” screen will flash out , allowing the user to ask for a password.
ONCE the password is placed, the user will be showed a WARNING : Joining
this project will make you leave your current project. Al unsynced information
on the current project will be lost.” The only way to rejoin the project will be
through a joinspot.
If a user scans a JoinSpot NFC TAG while being the owner of the project he is
currently involved in. but the existing project does NOT have any assigned
joinspots, then the app will forbid the user from Joining the new project. If the
project does have an assigned joinspot, then the previous WARNING message
will show up.
“Joining this project will make you leave your current project. Al unsynced
information on the current project will be lost.” The only way to rejoin the
project will be through a joinspot.”
If a user tries to scan a JoinSpot from which he or she is BANNED, then a
message will pop up saying “sorry, but you have been banned from joining this
project, please contact the project supervisor for additional information”
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Joining a project.
Once the project has join, the app will download a copy of all the information
regarding the project and the tools, users and locations associated to that
project. This information will now be stored in the local phone and it will
periodically be synced with the master database whenever an internet
connection is available. The app will use the persistence mode described in
Firebase
Documentation
that
can
be
read
here:
https://firebase.google.com/docs/firestore/manage-data/enable-offline?hl=en

Scanning a tool NFC tag ( from
Dashboard Screen)
From the dashboard screen, the user will also be able to scan any TOOL.
However, he or she must have joined a project first in order for this . When the
user scans a tool the NFC listener will trigger and the following screen will
show up
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Data structure for TOOLS
- last_gps_location: Will include the GPS position given by the phone at
that given time.
- location: will be an UID for /locations/{location}
- name: The name of the tool or object (what is it?) for example “20 mm
blades,
- consumable: This value indicates whether or not the item is consumable
(like food, nails, polishing blades, glue, AAA batteries...) or whether if it
isn’t (for example, hammers, battery chargers, batteries for power tools
etc.)
- quantity: the amount of blades that are in stock
- on_repair : is the item being repaired? yes/no
- project: the tool’s project’s ID. (when a new tool is created, the user’s
active project will be the project assigned to this tool’s project id
- time_updated: will be a datetime with the latest update of the tool (or
when the tool was created
- updated_by : The user’s ID.
Note to developer: ALL UIDs are to be treated as STRINGS (not NUMBERS) in
accordance to firebase UID system.
Business Driven Development cases:
From screen “Dashboard” a user scans for an NFC tag. This tag has an NFC
UID that is stored in tools/{item}.nfcuid (NFCUID is not the same as
FirebaseUID)
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If a user scans an NFC tool tag that is not in the local system. Then the app will
assume this NFC tag is a new tag and will create a new item on the database
with all of the information.
If a user scans an NFC tool tag that is in the local system. Then the app will
load the information from the database into the system.

Updating a tool NFC tag
The app keeps track of the changes made to any item. In order to do this.
Each object has a history collection. Whenever a change is made. the current
“tool” object inside the database must be copied into “history” with all of the
information as it was. Then, the new information is placed in the original fields
of the item in the collection. This way, the project keeps track of every change
and can create a history of how the tool has been used, location moved to,
items consumed etc.
Al changes will be done on local database and then they will be pushed
automatically through google firebase api to the main database.

Business Driven Development cases:
When a tool is uploaded for the first time, then a new object is created in the
database
Whenever a tool’s NAME is changed, then the HISTORY associated to that
TOOL is DELETED. (We assume the previous items have been used up and that
the tag is being used for a new object).
If a user scans an NFC tool tag and makes changes, these changes are
updated to the database as described previously (history and all). If the
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system must update a tool, it will first check when the tool was last updated. If
the tool’s update is more RECENT than the update in the database, then the
current data in the database is moved into the HISTORY collection and the
information in the object is updated. IF NOT, then the update MUST go into
the history collection INSTEAD of the original information.

Reviewing the history of a tool
When clicking on the history section of each tool (top part) then the user will
be able to access the tool’s history. The information displayed will be every
single update that the item has in the history, as well as the user that updated
it. In EACH history ITEM. the information to be displayed will be the
information that has been changed (for instance quantity: From 10 to 5 (used
up) or from 5 to 15 (restocked).
The following mockup shows the items without these history changes showing
up. Ideally, the app will calculate the difference between each update and the
PREVIOUS update and display the information on the object that changed.
(this is not displayed in the following mockup, but it must be implemented)

A user can also click on “rewind to here”. Which will display the information of
the tool at that particular update shown on the tool information view
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On rewind, if the user clicks SAVE, then the tool’s information is copied into the
history collection and this information is copied into the tool’s information,
The TIME UPDATED is then modified to the current timestamp. If a user clicks
CANCEL, then the app will load back to the previous history page.

Creating a new project.
When a user creates a new project. Then the following screen will display
inputs to include on the project’s information. Once the project has been
created. The information will be stored in the database with OWNER ID = user
ID.
This project will be configurable from the SETTINGS TAB as described further
below in this document.
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Settings tab
When a user clicks on the settings tab, the following screen will show up. (this is
just a mockup). Settings in this first iteration of development will only deal with
project settings (such as project name and project description) as well as any
users inside of the project (and user mgmt)
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If the USER has NO project assigned to, then a message reading “To view the
project settings, you must first join a project.
If the USER is assigned to a project as A USER and is NOT the project owner,
then the interface will display this information but the button “Create a
joinspot” will not be displayed. Likewise, the REMOVE / BAN / MAKE ADMIN
buttons will not be displayed.
If the user is assigned to a project as Project OWNER or ADMIN, then the
information will be editable and the buttons REMOVE / BAN / MAKE ADMIN will
be displayed. The joinspot create button will also be available.

Creating a joinspot.
When a user wishes to create a joinspot (only if the user is the owner of the
project or an admin of it) Then the following screen will show up. In this screen,
the user will input the project’s joinspot’s password and then place the phone
near the NFC Tag, The NFC tag will receive this information and write down in
itself that it is now an NFC joinspot. The password and NFCUID are then stored
in the project’s joinspot list. Password can be left BLANK to avoid security
checking
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A hash of the password is then STORED inside of the NFC tag. In order for a
user to join the project, then the password’s hash given must match the
password’s hash INSIDE the NFC tag. To delete a joinspot, the tag must be
destroyed, since joinspots are not tracked by the system.
Note to developer: The maximum space that can be written in each tag is only
144 bytes, so the password hash must be truncated once calculated to satisfy
this tag’s limitation. 144 bytes should care for 144 characters in ASCII-8 of
information, so this should not be a problem, however this limitation MUST be
checked before the joinspot is created. Hash should not be over 144
characters long, and password must not be stored in nfc tag, only hash. The
intention of this is to only create a small security checking, rather than a big
security gateway.
If a user tries to create a JOINSPOT but the TAG he or she is using is NOT
EMPTY, then a message will popup saying “This tag is already being used and
cannot be used as a joinspot”. (to prevent unwanted hacking of the nfc tags).

Inventory
A user will be able to list the inventory associated to all of his or her project.
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The information will be displayed in a list indicating where each of the items is
(location). The user will be able to search through an input to find any of the
tools as well as an option box to filter by location. Inside the location
optionbox, an option displaying “ALL” will be placed so all items from all
locations are showed (ordered by location name DESC).
If the user is the OWNER or a project ADMIN, then he will be able to swipe the
item LEFT , he or she will be allowed to remove the item from the inventory. If
an item is removed from the inventory, then it will be removed from the project
database. If an object carrying that NFCUID is then rescanned, the system will
assume this item is a new item and ask for all of the new information.
Consitency between syncs will be handled by firebase and Cloud firestore
logic.
When clicking on each one of the items, the tool view will show up as if it had
just been scanned with NFC tag
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Saving to XLS excel spreadsheet.
A user will be able to export the displayed inventory with the current item list
into an excel spreadsheet and download it to his or her device.
If the user had selected a location, then only the items in that location will be
displayed (WITH ALL OF THE INFORMATION EXCEPT THE HISTORY of each
tool).
If “all” locations are selected, then a single page inside the spreadsheet for
each one of the locations will be made.

Project on Mobile and Browser.
This project has been considered to be developed for both mobile and web
browser via IONIC FRAMEWORK, which allows for one single code to deploy a
multiplatform app for android, ios and web.
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In the web app software, any modules only available on phone (like NFC) will be
disabled. Hence, on a web app, a user can only list the inventory and edit
values from tools, change the project Information (but not creating joinspots).
Export to XLS excel sheet and login. Through web, a user must not be able to
join a project or anything as such. The web interface will only be used to check
inventory listings and to allow for the user to export to an xls excel sheet
through an “admin panel” which will be the same build of the app in ionic but
only for WEB (Developer note: No CORDOVA plugins for web version since they
are not available)
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